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Nokia bring up a big revolution in India and become the kings of all mobiles in the last decade of
20th century and first five years of 21st century. Every month nokia released a new handset with
some new and stylish designs with hi- tech technology. Today nokia mobile stores are filled with the
mobile handsets and has device for every consumer. Except nokia many mobiles manufacturers
notching the Indian market includes Samsung, LG and Sony Ericsson, blackberry, apple etc.
Through online portals you can be aware of following upcoming list of nokia mobiles. These
upcoming Nokia mobiles in India have spectacular releases, making the event, well known to the
masses.

From past many years, Nokia mobiles have been launching a number of smartphones of C series
and N series. Expecting to launch some more phones this year and Most of them will be available in
the economical prices. Due to the great competition in telecom industry, so the value of nokia
mobiles also increasing day by day and still everyone wish to have a nokia handset. According to
news, in 2012 nokia will launch some interesting and exciting handsets in the Indian mobile market
at extremely affordable cost like Nokia C6, Nokia C1, Nokia C1-00, Nokia C1-02, Nokia E5, and
Nokia X2.

Nokia C202 one of the best smartphones appeared with new touch screen and slider type style.
This Nokia phones rumored comes with cheap prices, with standard as "young phone".  A new
technology phone approached with hi features available at low cost. It contains good memory, good
battery back up, and plenty of entertainment features as well. Along with the highly advanced
features it also gives the striking looks and catchy appealing to eye. Nokia C202 includes 2
megapixel cameras with a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels. Apart of this high quality music player
and FM radio along with recording facility. Nokia c202 price in Delhi is Approximate Price Rs. 4,500/-
.

Nokia one of the best smartphones Nokia C6, it have 5 megapixel camera with full slide QWERTY
keypad gives the unique and stylish look to it. It also contains the secondary camera use to make
video calls. The mobile phone has FM radio with RDS in it. It has memory hold which is up to 16GB
and talk time up to 6 hours.  Nokia c6 price in Delhi is Rs. 13,089 only.  Another smartphone
launched by nokia is Nokia C3 is a handy smartphone, just especially built to accomplish the
requirements of today's youth. The Nokia C3 has a comfortable design. With its full QWERTY
keypad, and the 2.4 inch TFT display, nokia c3 price in Delhi is Rs. 6,429 only.
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Nikkita Singh - About Author:
Author is giving address of used and second hand a Mobile Store, where you can search and see
Nokia c202 price in Delhi, a Nokia c6 price in Delhi, a Nokia c3 price in Delhi. For More details visit
khojle.in.
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